
$2,481,995 - 20314 W Marlow Lane, Porter Ranch
MLS® #PW22196853

$2,481,995
5 Bedroom, 6.00 Bathroom, 4,998 sqft
Residential on 0 Acres

N/A, Porter Ranch, CA

Brand new construction by Toll Brothers,
Skyline Collection at Westcliffe - an exclusive
gated, hillside living community in Porter
Ranch. This home features the following
upgrades already included and reflected in the
price: glass floating staircase, expansive
double volume wall of glass/sliding door
combination facing the rear yard, a total of
three 12â€™ multi slide stacking doors at rear
of house, 72â€• linear fireplace, SubZero
refrigerator, Wolf kitchen appliances and
SunPower solar system! Our Harbor floorplan
is offered in our elegant, coastal contemporary
elevation, high on the hillside with a pool-sized
yard. Dramatic double door entry and soaring
20 foot ceilings, covered luxury outdoor living
space and gourmet kitchen with oversized
island and optional prep kitchen. Additional
rooms include an office on first floor and
second floor loft. You can still personalize this
home with your electrical and interior design
selections!!

Built in 2022

Additional Information

City Porter Ranch

County Los Angeles

Zip 91326

MLS® # PW22196853

Bedrooms 5

Bathrooms 6



Square Ft 4,998

Lot Size 0.25

Neighborhood N/A

Levels Two

Garages 3

School District Los Angeles Unified

HOA Dues $409

HOA Dues Freq. Monthly

Listing Details

Listing Agent Graig Lee

Provided By: Toll Brothers Real Estate, Inc

Based on information from California Regional Multiple Listing Service, Inc. as of April 29th, 2024 at 1:50am PDT. This
information is for your personal, non-commercial use and may not be used for any purpose other than to identify
prospective properties you may be interested in purchasing. Display of MLS data is usually deemed reliable but is NOT
guaranteed accurate by the MLS. Buyers are responsible for verifying the accuracy of all information and should
investigate the data themselves or retain appropriate professionals. Information from sources other than the Listing
Agent may have been included in the MLS data. Unless otherwise specified in writing, Broker/Agent has not and will not
verify any information obtained from other sources. The Broker/Agent providing the information contained herein may or
may not have been the Listing and/or Selling Agent.


